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The modern and manageable

 N
ew Leveled Readers captures

is a comprehensive K-5 English

classroom

Language Art solution. It balances

The contemporary instruction in

student-centered learning with

myView Literacy™ International helps

teacher modeling, minilessons, and

you address literacy, content areas,

A Priority on Caring and Kindness

small group guidance. It's flexible, it’s

social-emotional learning and – most

Create the classroom you’ve always

creative, it’s made for you. myView

importantly — student curiosity every

imagined with the perfect balance of

Literacy adapts to your needs, your

day.

academics and social-emotional learning.

students and your view.

 T
he All-in-One teacher’s Edition has

 C
ollaborative and Independent

myView Literacy™ International was
built to help you reach those light
bulb moments. It allows you to teach
integrated literacy grounded in the
science of learning, and inspires

students’ interests during guided and
independent reading.

everything you need for planning

Activities develop critical social skills

and instruction.

and and self-awareness.

 M
inilessions take 10-15 minutes, so
your students have more time to
apply what they’ve learned.
 E
ditable lessons, assignable playlists

nquiry Activities get students working
 I
together, planning and problem-solving
in your classroom.
 S
ocial-emotional Education activities

creativity to teach from your heart

and Google Classroom integration

like goal-setting fit in your daily

and be yourself. At the same time, it

make quick work of tasks.

instruction.

empowers your students to learn from
the world around them as their stories

Differentiation that is doable

Technology that works for you

begin to unfold.

Engage all students with high-interest

myView Literacy™ International is on the

resources and just-in-time support.

award-winning Savvas Realize™ digital

 C
omprehensive, targeted English

platform, where you can share content

Learn More

Language Development resources

and rosters seamlessly with Google

provide support for all proficiency

Classroom™.

levels.
 C
lear, actionable data shows
how students are performing on
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NEW

assignment or specific standards.

Open a world of ideas and prepare students for college and career

Savvas Learning Company
Grades 6–12
myPerspectives is a brand new English

Cultivate students’ voices and

language arts curriculum for Grades

perspectives. Open a world of ideas

6–12 that values the perspective

using literary and informational texts

of the learner, collectively and

to prepare students for college and

individually, and provides next-gen

careers. Open Minds.

NEW

Literacy

myPerspectives ELA Program ©2022

learning experiences that promote
higher achievement and develop the

In myPerspectives students:

competencies needed for college

ead classic and contemporary texts
 r

and career readiness. Interactive

that span time periods and cultures;

learning blends print and technology
in a student-centered, teacherinspired classroom. This dynamic
Savvas program creates an interactive,
engaging, and relevant learning
environment through readings,

 e
ngage in meaningful activities that
inspire thoughtful conversation,
discussion, and debates;
hare ideas and collaborate on
 s
projects;
 a
nd develop lifelong skills

meaningful activities, and purposeful

to help them think critically,

performance tasks. myPerspectives

build knowledge, effectively

encourages social collaboration as

communicate, and strategically use

well as student ownership of learning

technology in order to formulate

through goal setting, choice, and

and defend their own perspectives.

reflection.
Learn More
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The future is bilingual

Accelerate English language proficiency and academic success!

New Cornerstone ©2019

New Keystone ©2019

Pearson Education
Grades 1–5

Pearson Education
Grades 6–9

New Cornerstone, designed for children

What makes New Cornerstone great?

New Keystone, designed for children

What makes New Keystone great?

aged 6 to 12, is a program supports

 K
ey concepts and vocabulary: each

aged 10 to 14, is a program supports

 D
rives student progress: a flexible

young learners where the English

unit is organized around a big

young learners where the English

reading and language development

curriculum is extensive, as they strive

question and provides a starting point

curriculum is extensive, as they strive

program that accelerates student

for academic success and full English

for building understanding.

for academic success and full English

achievement through scaffolded,

proficiency in a global environment. It

 S
ystematic skills development: three

proficiency in a global environment. It

sustained instruction and language

offers scaffold, sustained instruction

readings per unit develop academic

offers scaffold, sustained instruction

development strategies.

skills and literacy.

combined with an explicit focus on

combined with an explicit focus on
language development. This proven

 V
ocabulary acquisition: accelerate

language development. This proven

approach accelerates language

acquisition through explicit

approach accelerates language

acquisition, literacy, and transferable

instruction.

acquisition, literacy, and transferable

academic skills simultaneously.
Academic rigor is assured through
alignment to the Common Core State
Standards.

 U
nderstanding by design: develop

Question.
 M
apped to the Global Scale of English

academic skills simultaneously.

(GSE): provides focused learning

Academic rigor is assured through

objectives that facilitate greater

connected learning.

alignment to the Common Core State
Standards.

precision in performance assessment.
 R
eading is at the heart of every

with examples and rules introduce key

unit: each reading focuses on

grammatical concepts.

comprehension, reading strategies,

 R
esearch-based reading and language

and building fluency.

skills instruction: balances content-

 A
uthentic readings: lessons center

area readings with age-appropriate,

on a wide range of genres, including

high-interest stories.

biographies, informational texts,

 D
igital resources: Pearson English
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thematic units organized around a Big

transferable academic skills through
 G
rammar rules: clear explanations

Learn More

 T
hematic units: each level has 6

Portal puts Teacher and Student
digital resources, including brand

and poems, as well as classic and
Learn More

contemporary literature.
 D
igital resources: Pearson English

new videos, audio, EXAMVIEW® and

Portal puts Teacher and Student

Reader+ that accompany our courses

digital resources, including brand

in one place.

new videos, audio, EXAMVIEW® and
Reader+ that accompany our courses
in one place.

Academic language, literacy and content for an education in English

Literacy

Reach Higher
National Geographic Learning
Grades 1–6
 C
ross-curricular, six-level program

Learn More

showcases original fiction, science,
and social studies content to
develop English literacy skills.
 A
cademic skill-building with
phonics support develops students'
understanding of different cultures
while fostering independent
Reach Higher guides students to

Reach Higher provides students with

learn English, learn about the world,

the skills and strategies to understand

and learn about themselves through

stories and literature, and to work

authentic content with a global

with more complex texts that include

perspective. The program uses

facts and background knowledge in

National Geographic science and

the subject areas of science and social

social studies content and authentic

studies.

literature to build content knowledge
and develop English literacy through

Reach Higher teaches the language

enquiry-based learning. Students

students need – vocabulary, phonics,

work with the content to develop

reading, writing, and conversations

critical-thinking, problem-solving, and

– to work with authentic academic

analytical skills needed to succeed in

content in English.

their academic studies.

learning.
 A
ll-in-one Classroom Presentation
Tool provides the resources teachers
need to prepare for, addresss,
and assess a comprehensive range
of instructional priorities and
requirements.
 R
ead on Your Own phonics readers
use fiction and non-fiction texts
to reinforce the phonics and highfrequency words in Reach Higher
through science and social studies
content.
 S
upports Common Core State
Standard and WIDA Standard
Framework
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Open Court Reading

Common Core Progress

McGraw-Hill Education
Grades K–5

Saddlier Education
Grades K–8

English Language Art ©2014

An Elementary Reading
Curriculum

Effective Standards-Based
Instruction & Practice

Open Court Reading is research-based

This K-8 supplemental program provides

comprehensive K–5 reading, writing,

standards-based instruction and

and language arts curriculum that aligns

practice in the Student Edition/eBook,

with what we know about how students

plus, engaging online resources that

learn to read. Using systematic, explicit

support learning. You will:

instruction, Open Court Reading helps
all students master the foundational

 B
oost students' reading proficiency by

skills needed not only to move to

integrating reading, writing, speaking

proficiency, but also to achieve greater

and listening, and language lessons

goals of reading independently with

and activities grounded in research

confidence inside and outside the

 S
ave time with organized literary

classroom.

and informational texts selected
to enhance independence and

Open Court Reading meets top tiers of

proficiency

Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA)

 M
onitor student progress with a
comprehensive assessment plan that
includes Unit Tests, Performance
Learn More
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Tasks, and Benchmark Assessments

Learn More

